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Engineering plan
subject to approval

WINTER COAT

Course Comparison

Kentucky, which has an accredited
engineering program, to serve as an
This is a comparison of hours required fo
"umbrella"
institution for MSU and
an engineering degree from UK and their
Murray State University officials course equivalents at MSU.
Paducah,
Madisonville
and
have devised a plan that could meet
Hopkinsville
community
colleges,
in
# of UK required # of MSU
the engineering education needs of
egujyalehts
courses
offering three UK degree programs western Kentucky.
47
3$
Chemioat
mechanical, chemical and electrical
The Cooperative Engineering Electrtcal
58
56
engineering.
31
Program for West Kentucky, which · Mechanical 42,
''The purpose of the plan is to serve
Sour6e: CEP Pro sal
was released this week, was
the region cooperatively and fulfill
Chad E. Holder/Gr.aphlc:s Editor
designed in an effort to satisfy the
our statutory responsjbility in this
published
Thursday
in The Paducah region of the state," Alexander told
region's need for a professional engiSun., Wethington implied he would approximately 15 industrial leaders
neering program.
·
Paducah Community College has not support the proposal.
in Paducah.
He
told
The
Sun
that
UK
will
conraised $7 million during the past
If put into action, students
year in hopes of someday acquiring tinue to honor the commitment to enrolled at MSU could receive a UK
provide engineering education it degree in mechanical engineering
an engineering program.
made
to PCC about a year ago.
The Cooperative Engineering
without setting foot in Lexington,
Alexander
and other University but the proposal i~ contingent on
Program, which could begin accepting students a year from now, is the officials traveled the region UK
first cooperative venture to be pro- Wednesday, outlining the proposal
"'f UK is behind it, if UK approves
to industrial leaders and communi- it and if UK works with us, it will
posed by Murray State.
MSU President Kern Alexander ty college presidents.
work," he said.
·
"Half of the people present came
presented the plan to University of
Alexander said students could
Kentucky
President
Charles up (after the presentation) and complete a large percentage of the
Wethington Monday, but had not shook hands with me and said it was core requirements at Murray State.
received a response as of press time a good idea and they appreciated our
"Murray
State
could
efforts," Alexander said.
Thursday.
provide the majority of the core
The plan calls for the University of
However, according to an article
See PROPOSAIJ14
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN

EOITOR-IN..CHIEF

Events aim to
close suitcases
"
BY KELLY

I. HICKS

CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

We are a learning
institution, and education should come first
Weekends are
primarily for
recreation.

t

sbcial activities are making a
gradual move to the weekends
in hopes of improving retention
rates and decreasing the "suitcase college" stigma associated
with Murray State University.
All non-educational activities, including intramural
activities and residence hall
programming, will be reserved
for the weekends with the
exception of activities offered
by Campus Recreation like tennis or racquetball.
This will leave the week days
open for more educational
events.
"What we are working for is
to improve calnpus life on
weekends," said Jim Baurer,
Curris Center director.
"We hear students complain
so many times about not having anything to do on weekends," Baurer said.
He said MSU will monitor
the number of meals served on
weekends and the use of door
access cards for the remainder
of the semester to see how
many students are on campus
during the weekends.
"Retention rates at other universities are improving because
of weekend programs," Baurer
said. He said the point of this
project is to keep students
happy and here.
"We know there will be concerns about this change," said
Jeff Smith, coordinator of
Campus Recreation.
"Once people's mind-set
changes and they adjust from
their old patterns, I think it
will work just fine. We are a
learning institution and educa-

"

jeff Smith
tion should come first," said
Smith. "Weekends are primarily for recreation."
Reaction to the transition has
been mixed.
"I know people who want to
play intermurals but they can't
because they have to work on
weekends,"
said
Kellie
Eastwood, president of the
Panhellenic Council.
"On the other hand, I know
some people who want to study
during the week and play on
the weekend," Eastwood said.
It is not yet clear what effect
the changes will have since it is
a gradual transition, but some
see it as a way to strengthen
the campus.
"I think it will keep people
here on weekends," said Beth
Alfeld, junior form Florence.
"I support the change, but
they need to be careful in how
they organize it," she said.
"We want the students (at
Murray State) to know there is
more to an education that
what's in the class room,"
Baurer said.
"They will learn more from
getting involved than sitting in
their dorm room," Baurer said.
"'f we keep them satisfied, we
can prevent them from leaving."

Families to
arriv,e today
MICHAEL

D. JOHNSON

STAFF WltiTflt

Family Weekend is here and re~dy to
with programs that will enable stu·
dents and their families to relax and
enjoy Murray State.
Families are taking part in the leam·
ing experience today, as classroom doors
are open to parents and their students.
"The Great Drive-'Iri Movie," sponsored
by the Student Government Association,
will begin at 8:30 tonight on the intramural field.
Sister Act 2 and 'Jurassic Park will be
shown free of charge.
"We were looking for extra events for
students and their parents to do during
family weekend/' said Bobby Glass.
Coffee House chairperson.
The fun will continue Saturday with
beans and burgers on the Oakhurst lawn
from 1 to 3 p.m. Students and their families will be entertained by the
University's own Dixieland band,
composed of students, faculty and staff.
see WEEKEND/14
be~

Christie Rose is a student with job
experience to spare dealing blackjack on a
riverboat.
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BY jANICE

M. fULPS

" Were very concerned. What's
the real reason the U.S. is
intervening? Can you force
democracy on someone? I
don't think you can.

S£NIOR STAFF WRITER

Operation Support Democracy, the
U.S. Military intervention campaign in
Haiti which began Sept. 18 with the
transfer of power from Lt. Gen. Raoul
Cedras to deposed Haitian president,
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, begins its thirVincent Cornelius •
teenth day today.
Beginmng Saturqay~ as p~rt .of. an eco- in_South Africa and the supposed termr
nomic relief package accompanying the of Castro in Cuba.
Haiti intervention led by the United
Samuel thinks the United States is
States, but supported by a multinational simply picking on people it thinks it can
force of the United Nations, Western "bully."
nations will donate $550 million to
In his home country of Antigua,
rebuild the island country.
Cornelius said Americans are viewed as
The United States will be dominating thinking they are the world's police.
the effort by donating $100 million and
Samuel and Cornelius agree that U.S.
by being responsible for soliciting an occupation will not solve the problems of
additional $100 million from individual the Haitians.
·.
countries.
"You can lead a horse to the water, but
The U.S. occupation ofHaiti has drawn you can't tbrce him to drink," Samuel
both criticism and support from said.
Americans, but the situation is of special
Samuel said the only way to solve the
concern to the visiting international stu- problems within Haiti is to narrow the
dents from the Carribean.
gaps between the social classes. She s aid
Murray State students Vincent this must be done by the Haitians themCornelius and Heather Samuel are from selves, and that no U.S. or U.N. interAntigua, a 108 square-mile island coun- vention can help in this aspect.
try in the Carribean.
"Democracy is not for everyone,"
"We're very concerned," Cornelius said. Cornelius said.
"What's the real reason the U.S. is interCarrlbean nations
vening? Can you force democracy on
Involved In Haiti operation
someone? I don't think you can."
Antigua, Barbuda, Belize, Jamaica, Trinidad,
Cornelius said be wonders why the Tobago, Bahamas, Barbados: sending 266
U.S. insisted on intervening in this case peacekeepers
which supposedly concerns human rights St. Lucia: may send 20 police
violations, but did not choose to with
such situations as the struggle of power Source: The Washington Post

"

Ken Walker, the CHE's deputy executive
director for finance, said information gathMurray State students, faculty and staff ered at Tuesday's forum will give the CHE
will have an opportunity to give advice to the needed background information to
the Council on Higher Education during a make upcoming decisions regarding higher
forum to be held at 3 p.m. Tuesday in education in Kentucky.
Walker said all 10 forums will be videoWrather West Kentucky Museum
taped, and information gathered at the
Auditorium.
forums will be evaluated before the CHE
Representatives from the CHE will be on
establishes the 1996-98 performance-based
campus to receive advice and comments on
funding formula next spring.
two topics now facing higher education In a press release announcing the local
the system-wide strategic plan update for
forum,
James M. Miller, chairman of the
1996-2000 and a ·new performance funding
CHE,
said
the forums "offer the higher
model which will affect all state-supported
education community and the general pubuniversities and community colleges.
lic opportunities to provide valuable input.
The forum is one of 10 to be held this fall
"'tis important that we hear from highat campuses across the state.
er education constituents early in the

strategic planning update process and the
development of the performance funding
model," Miller said.
'
The perfonnance-based formula established for the 1995-96 academic year,
focuses on each university's performance
in areas such as persistence of students,
student outcomes, quality of instructional
programs, quality of research/service programs and campus management.
CHE officials hope to get reaction to the
1995 funding approach before determining
the fonnula .for 1996-98.
Subjects of discussion are expected to
include equal opportunities for all citizens,
quality teaching and services, support. for
education refonn and rewarding institutions fmancially for their achievements.

STAFF REPORT

.I ndex

Sports

Fighting Cancer...

Deal the cards.••

Haitian invasion
draws reaction

CHE forum slated for Tuesday

College Life

News

Jud Cook/Photo edttor
from a bird's-eye view, employees of Swift Roofing Co. of Murray could be seen rolling an aluminized sealant onto the roof of Waterfield Library this week.

Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity organizes
bone marrow donor
drive to help national
cause.

8

Racer Football•..
After a tough 23-21 loss to MTSU
last weekend, MSU
hopes to bounce back
against UTM Saturday.

11
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Gravure Day set

Speaker slated

The department of graphic arts technology will host Gravure Day
at the Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology
Oct. 7 beginning at 8 a.m ..
Programs will be held on statistical process control, total quality
management, work teams, employer expectations, interviewing and
additional topics.
A dinner is also scheduled for Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Hong
Kong Restaurant.
For more Information, contact the department of graphic arts
technology at 762-3394

The Cumberland chapter of the Great Rivers Sierra Group will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. In the Mississippi room of the qurris
Center.
Following a brief business meeting, David Slawson will give a talk
titled, Jllf Smaller is Better, How Come They're Building Them
Bigger?" The talk will combine Japanese philosophy with energy
efficient building principles.
Slawson earned a Ph D in Japanese aesthetics and landscape
garden design from Indiana University in 1985. He designs gardens
for residential and professional buildings and has taught at Carleton
College in Minnesota and the Harvard University Graduate School
of Design.

Dam history grant
The history department has received a $5,000 grant from the
Kentucky Heritage Council to register historical buildings in the
Kentucky Dam area.
Bill Mulligan, visiting assistant professor of history, and graduate
student Eric Rousey will conduct research that will allow some of
the buildings to be placed on the national register in Washington
D.C.
Research will include Interviewing residents of the area from
before the dam's construction in the 1940s.

Museum, radio program awarded
Wrather West Kentucky Museum and the on-campus radio program "Campus Friends" have won awards from the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education.
The museum won an award for "The Spirit of the Jackson
Purchase," a project which included a play and exhibit in conjunction with Murray Middle School.
"Campus Friends" is a 30-minute talk show aired on several local
stations and produced by Joe Haynes, radio/TV specialist in marketing and public relations.

Sophomores, juniors and seniors majoring In engineering, physical and life sciences, mathematics, computer science, or social sciences have the opportunity to participate in the U.S. Department of
Energy's Student Research Participation Program next summer.
The program allows students to work with federal scientists
involved In research and development for 10 weeks.
Students are selected on the basis of academic record, aptitude,
research interest and the recommendation of instructors.
Participants must have the potential for graduate study and scientific careers.
Certain travel expenses are reimbursed and stipends of $250 per
week for seniors, $225 per week for juniors and $200 per week for
sophomores will be paid to participants.
The application deadline is Jan. 17, 1995. For application materials or additional information, contact Pat Pressley at (615) 5761083 or write to the Student Research Participation Program,
Science/Engineering Education Division, Oak Ridge Institute for
Science and Education, P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, TN, 378310117.

Adult workshop planned

Volunteers sought
Campus Connection Volunteer Center, sponsored by the department of American Humanics and the Office of Student
Organizations, Is now recruiting students, faculty and staff members
to work at the United Way, Humane Society, American Red Cross,
Murray State tutoring program, Needline, Calloway County Senior
Citizens, Calloway County 4-H, Family Resource Center or Center
for International Programs.
Volunteers decide on their own time commitment and may be
trained by the organization for which they work.
For more information, call Tina Pollard or Mark Cotton at 7626117 or 762-3808.

Restaurant opening delayed
•

Research program offered

Long John Silvers was tentatively scheduled to open on Sept.
to delay the opening because of mechanical problems.
The opening date is scheduled for 1 p.m. on Oct. 7.
29, but had

The Center for Continuing Education will sponsor a college information workshop for adults interested in returning to school in the
small ballroom of the Curris Center Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m.
The workshop will begin with an Information session designed to
answer questions adults may have about returning to college.
Following, a career session will be held to answer questions
about specific occupations and majors.
Reservations should be made by Monday. For reservations or
more information, call762-4150.

A SEASON OF CHANGES

c
H

The Health Services clinic
will be closed
Oct. 6 and 7.

E

N

sary mandatory continuing education credits for certification.

G
E

Deana Devor

If you need assistance
during this time,
you may call
HealthLine at 762-3809.
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c

E
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~NEWS

EDITORS, MANAGERS

MEMBERSHIPS
This newspaper is a member of
Associated Collegiate Press, CBiumbia
Scholastic Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.

.....

OFF..CAMPUS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by comacting Or.
Ann Landini at 762-4479 or Orville
Herndon at 762-4491. Aone year
subscription is $10 payable In advance.

PRINTING
This newspaper Is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell Ave.. Murray. Ky. 42071.
Photolithography wor1< appeanng in
The Murray State News Is produced by
Ul.l McCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing Services

Wednesday, Oct. 5

Thursday, Oct. 6

1(rista{ C{an{q,y
Catliy Combs
Pam Cotton
La~ra fJJavis
Meg ,%Foust
'Beth (ji{tner

1JeC{qj Xf,fso

READER INFORMATION

Editor in chief ................Allison MUllan
Managing editor .......................E.l. Gold
College Ufe editor .................Kelly Hicks
Sports editor......................Scou N1nney
Photography editor ..................Jud Cook
Graphics editor ...................Chad Holder
Ad manager......................Ktlly Mcintire
Ad production ...............Greg Ttfftftlller
Business manager ..........Michele Mlrln
Viewpoint editor .............Sheldon Stull

Tuesday, Oct. 4
• Lecture - Olaf Palmquist, "Music with an Australian
Perspective," Farrell Recital Hall, 1:30 p.m. Free.
• Vldeoconference - International videoconference on the
electronic library, 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Freed Curd
Auditorium, Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry &
Technology.

is very proud to announce
our new members!

c

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301

The Murray State Nflws Is distributed
free to students. faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Currls Center, Winslow cafeteria. Wells
Hall, Sparl<s Hall. Wilson Hall. Bustness
Building, Faculty Hall. Blackburn Science.
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall, Waterfield Library. Industry
and Technology Center. Ordway Hall and
lowry Center. •

Monday, Oct. 3
• Deadline - Master's degree and comprehensive examl·
nation applications for Dec. 1994 graduation are due.
Graduate Admissions Office.

Tri-Sigma

A The nurses will be attending the H
0
Mid-America College Health
L
Association meeting. This will
I
L allow
them to obtain the neces-

Our nail technician:

DISTRIBUTtON POINTS

Sunday, Oct. 2
• Rush- Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, 4 p .m ., Curris Center
small ballroom. Bring a letter of interest to join and an official transcript.
• Deadline - Data sheet and resume due at Placement
Office, Ordway Hall, for accounting majors for prescreening by Price Waterhouse, Nashville. Interviews will be held
Oct. 13.

• Cinema International- The Tin Drum, 7:30p.m .,
Curris Center Theater. Free.
• Meeting • AA/NA alcohol and narcotics abuse support
groups, 6:30 p.m., Cumberland Room .
• Choir- First district choir, 7 p .m., Curris Center ballroom.

Sharon Kelso Gayle Anderson
Angie McCuiston Faye Hurt
Lisa Suiter Cindy Cain
Freda Stelly

News....................................762-4468
College Ufe ..........................762-4480
Sports .................. :...............762-4481
Bulletin Board ......................762-4478
Photography ........................762-4478
Advertising ..........................762-4478
Viewpoint .............................762-4468
Fax .......................................762-3175

• Lunch - Beans and burgers, 1 - 3 p.m., Oakhurst lawn.
Admission is $5. For reservations, call 762-6951 .
• Theater - The Foreigner, by Larry Shue, 8 p.m., Johnson
Theatre. Free with student ID.
• Football- Home game vs. UT-Martin, 7 p.m.

Lynn Shelby, a visiting lecturer in the department of geosciences,
recently completed a two-week faculty enhancement workshop
titled, "Advances in Meteorological Sensing, Analyzing and
Forecasting" In Kansas City, Mo.
At the workshop, Shelby was exposed to updated learning experiences which focused on recent advances in operational meteorology and atmospheric research, particularly with Doppler radar.

Our hair stylists:

HOW TO CALL US

Saturday, Oct. 1

Shelby attends workshop

753-7132

Latest in :Hair Cutting,
Co{oring, Perming ana more

Friday, Sept. 30
• Cinema International- A Taxing Woman, 7:30p.m .,
Curris Center Theater. Free.
• Theater- The Foreigner, by Larry Shue, 8 p.m., Johnson
Theatre. Free with student ID.
• Movies - "The Great College Drive-In Movie," intramural
field behind Winslow. Sister Act II. 8:30p.m.; Jurassic
Park, 10:20 p.m.

•Interview- State Farm Insurance, Murfreesboro, Tenn ..
all majors for claims representative and underwriter opportunities. Also, data sheets due from accounting majors for
prescreening by Arthur Andersen. Brochure and data
sheet can be picked up and turned in at the Placement
Office, Ordway Hall.
• Volleyball- Home game vs. UT-Martin, 7 p.m.

.Cfhe !Beauty !Box
1304 Chestnut St.

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Government
Association
with
_.,.

The Cheri
Theaters
offers

"rime Cop"
(R)

"''he IJttle
Rascals"
(PG)

MSU Students, Faculty
& Staff
Bargain Nights
Every Tuesday &
Wednesday

Mic/ie{{e Uiserendino
Jennif:er Oestef!itter
~ri Pierce
, !)ltny

o/ameF

'1Jee-5!lnne Wi{{iams
'"jennifer :Yates
Ju{ie :Yates .,

$2.50 with

valid
MSUID
We look forward to working
with all of you this semester.
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Student deals the cards
dealer) has blackjack," she
said.
"But that is only offered
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
when the dealer has an ace
up."
Many
Murray
State
Rose worked at Player's for
University students have been
to Player's Riverboat Casino in
six months, and in that time,
Metropolis, Ill., but it's not
she said she had some interestoften you meet one who has
ing experiences.
worked there.
"During the summer (of
1993), there were four guys sitFor Christie Rose, senior
from Murray, becoming a
ting at my table," she said.
blackjack dealer at Player's
"They had been golfing earlier.
They just couldn't do anything
was like coming home.
"I think it's in my blood," she
wrong. No matter what they
said. "My parents, my granddid ... they couldn't lose.
parents, are into the gambling
"One of the guys started jokthing. I've always loved cards,
ing that he would quit when he
loved playing with them."
won a new golf cart. His friends
When a Las Vegas Dealer's
thought he was kidding. But he
School opened in Metropolis,
won about $2,500 and he quit
Rose said she knew she had to
and spent the rest of the night
Jud Cook/Photo Editor
enroll.
joking about his new golf cart."
Christie Rose holds a winning
"In order to get into the
Rose said it is easy to spot
hand like those she dealt to
school," she said, "I had to pass
someone new to the casino
a math test ... and coordination players on a riverboat casino.
atmosphere.
tests."
"It's funny to watch peoShe said the enrollment fee was $600 and she ple come in who've never been in a casino," 'she
became the valedictorian of her class.
said. "Their eyes just light up ... and they wan"There's more to dealing than just putting out der around in a daze."
the cards," she said. "The first thing they teach
Rose left Player's a year ago. She moved to
you about is shuffiing and handling the cards."
Detroit to be with her mother. She returned to
She said one of the biggest lessons she was Murray in August to finish her education.
taught was how to pay-out for winning hands.
After she graduates from Murray State, Rose
'<'You have to know how much to pay," she said. said she would like to do public relations in the
"If a person ha:: blackjack, that pays one-and-a- gambling industry.
half times the bet."
"Gambling is becoming a more universal pasShe said the next item on the curriculum was time," she said. "Even Las Vegas is becoming
insurance, but not the type you buy.
more family-oriented. The industry is up and
!'That is a separate bet that you think (the coming."

Bv

jENNIFER WOHLLEB
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•
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•
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Viruses infect computer labs
"What I had to do (to
"Our scanning routine was
about four months old,~ Batte remo\'e the Monkey virus)
said...It did not pick it up~·
was repartition the hard
Batts said the department drive and .reformat it," Batts
now has a new version of'the said. •or course, that means
McMee Associates virus we lost everything from that
detection program which will drive.•
detect and clean Stealth from
Other computer labs on
floppy disks.
campus have also reported
He said lab assistants will the presence of the Stealth
eventually be able to recover virus on diab brought in by
most, if not all, data stored on students.
infected disks.
"We haven't had any prob"We can, in fact, get the lem!! with the computers,"
Stealth virus cleaned off," he said Rob Miller, a student
said. "You still lose the bad worker in the Science
sectors, but the rest of the Resource Center. "We check
disk should be OK•
everyone's diab when they
Batts said while he was come in, and when we find a
cleaning the Stealth virus virus, we keep the disk until
from the lab computers, he it can be cleaned."
discovered the Monkey virus
Miller said the Science
on one machine.
Resource Center had already
Unlike Stealth, the Monkey installed
the
McAfee
virus infects the partition Associates upgrade that rectables of a computer's hard ognizes the new version of
drive, a much more serious Stealth tiefore the virus
problem.
appeared on campus.

Bv E.L. GoLo
MANAGING EDITOR

Stealth, a coqaputer virus
that infects the boot sector of
floppy disks, shut down all
three computer labs in the
Business
Building
Wednesday and caused the
cancellation of some compu~
er-related classes.
Andy Batts, chairman of
the computer sciences and
information systems department, said the Stealth virus
infects disks by wnting itself
into the boot sector- an area
on the disk that the computer
operating system uses to
organize and retrieve information. The system then
identifies the infected area as
bad sectors and will not recognize data stored there.
The department _.routinely
stans student disks for virus-.
es; however, this version of
Stealth bypassed the checks.

•

•

Freshmen win senate seats
Childers received 44 votes
and McElya received 42.
A total of217 votes were cast,
with each freshman eligible to
vote for two candidates from
the slate of 10. Some who cast
ballots chose to .vote for only

STAff REPORT

Katie Childers and and Clay
McElya were the successful
candidates Wednesday in the
SGA election to pick senators
for the freshman class.

one candidate.
The remaining candidates
received vote totals ranging •
from five to 29 votes.
The new senators will take
their seats at the next SGA
meeting.

• ••

• •

Sunset Boulevard Music

The Collin Raye/
17 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St. •
Diamond Rio concert has
Just 1 Block from AfSU Dormslll
Monday • Saturday 10 a.m. • 6 p.m.
been rescheduled for next
753·0113
•
. February. A full refund will be
0
0
8
•
made available at place of
Any CassaHa 7apat
Any Compact Disct
.purchase. For more
clarion
Expires Oct. 13
information call 162-6951.
Your .DJWA.PINE.
•llp:dlld~ Car Stereo Specialist-Custom Installation •

*1° Off

2° Off

.. .

'coupon ~ towerd1 pt~rch•• of regular priCed merchlnd!M only, not valid In comblnlltlon wtth other .,.clall, chcounts or Olf•L

•• •

•• •

•• •

•• •

Sept. 30

Great"
College
Drive-In
Movie
Sister Act
8:30p.m.
Jurassic Park
10:20 p.m.

Bring a.
blanket &
enjoy the
fun!!!

•• •

Oct.l
Beans &
Burgers
Oakhurst Lawn
1 - 3 p.m.
$5 per person

Your 1non1 does it ... no\v you can too!
Experience the thrill of using a COUPON! ~ust bring this one
to Pier 1 and watch what happens: you' II actually SAVE
MONEY! Amazing, but true I
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Murray Dixieland
band a Teresa

Murray State vs.
UT-Martin
Stewart Stadium
7 p.m.

,

;
;

,
,;

(reservations only)
Entertainment by

Racer
Football

i
i

What's the catch? Nothing, except for the following boring restrictions:
Like 1t can only be used for regular priced merchandise, no sale or clearance stuff.
And you can't use it with any other coupon or discount. And you can't use it for
Glft. Certificates or for deUvery charges. And you can't use it on cloudy days. Just
k1dd~. So do yourself and your parents a favor. Save a huge amount of cash by
using fh1s coupon immediately at Pier 1. Good forever, or tlirough 10/31/94 AD.
Whicb ever comes first.
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Ticket Info:

(502) 762-4895

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

Welcome Parents!
MSU Students:

Bring
your parents and your
student ID and receive a ...

New Special

EVERYDAY
All Movies

10°/o
discount

3 for $6.60*
Keep tor 2 days

'BELL~

Largest Selection of New Arrivals
In lhe Area
SEGA Genesis and Super Nlntendo G•mes

Not valid with any other offer

The Best Value In Town!

~

~~lo.oj,j...a_.' r<~~
'-"-C../

·Next To 'Campus!

and Players for Rent
Coma See Our Chlfdrens and Family Movl•
Area w11h K•dsKosllo
'Suo~trsedes All Spec1ats durmg S.pt•mber

753-7670
626 Central
ShoJJJ11119 Cctller

"':::-!.-.T::.u~s:.y
Friday • Salwday
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IN OUR OPINION
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No quick-fix to
suitcase college
syndrome

you P£OPtE?
~r you KEA/JZ£
YDU'P£ HAVING
11/E VME OF

· YovRLJFEr

The proposal to develop a cooperative engineering program between Murray State University,
the University of Kentucky community colleges
provides the most reasonable solution to the
debate over the need for a strong technical program in western Kentucky.
If in fact the region needs an engineering program, this cooperative venture could provide the
academic support and increase the ease with
which students obtain an engineering degree.
Under the proposal, Kentuckians would not have
to shoulder obscene capital expenditures to duplicate facilities and equipment that are present here
at Murray State.
Building a separate four-year school is senseless.
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Racer
Football

The administration needs to lure - not coerce
students to stay on campus on weekends.
Students are savvy. They do not appreciate being
left out of the policy-making loop when it comes to
how they spend their off time.
Students want change, but they want to contribute to the decision-making process.
For example, University officials abruptly
changed intramural to the weekends in an effort
to keep students on campus. However, students
were not given an opportunity to provide input
before the change was in place. Instead, what they
returned to was a authoritarian command to
remain here on the weekends.
Perhaps the University should concentrate on
providing for the needs of students already going
to school here by using the resources at hand and
not wasting money on fly-by-night solutions.
'
We recognize efforts have already begun to provide convenience for students, but some of these
efforts appear to have been quickly conceived and
hurriedly implemented.
We can learn from the national arena that excellent ideas can become disastrous programs. The
careful planning and research that students are
taught to appreciate should be employed openly
in providing for an improved · campus environment.

Joint engineering
proposal: Blueprint
for regional success

Band big
fans of

Vandals get red marks
I may be wrong, but if you're going to vandalize my door, the least you can do is spell correct-

ly.

In

Allow me to clarify. It seems
that sometime between the end
My
of the game on Saturday night
Opinion and 9:15 Sunday morning
someone had dry-markered the
entire nallway in Springer
Hall. Nearly everyone in our
wing has those little dry-erase
boards where friends can leave
messages. Only this time,
friends did not write them.
Vandals did.
MANDY
One girl had a "Happy
WoLF
Birthday"'
sign up for her little
Reporter
brother. Someone maliciously
,
wrote "why do you care about a
14-year old." Another girl's door, which proudly
proclaimed she loved her boyfriend, had "who
cares" written upon it. Still another's said, "you
can take the name tags off now," as they still bad

the nametags the R.A made on their door.
Then we come to our door, which was by far
the worst one vandalized. On our dry-erase
board was "I can't say enough about this ugly
door."' On the door, actually on the paint, pointing to a picture, said, "why did you put this up
it's ruint."
I'm sorry. Did I misunderstand you? Were
you attempting to spell "ruined?" You're not
only mean-spirited, but a bad speller as well.
In fact, you remind me a great deal of the two
bumbling bad guys in Home Alone . The wrong
intentions, but even worse attempts. I'm sure
you remember them. Paint cans hit them in the
face, they burned their hands, they slipped and
fell down two flights of stairs ... and all while trying to rob a simple little house.
I assume the reason you are at college is to
Jearn. Maybe instead of writing on doors during
a marker spree, you should hit the books. At
least hit the dictionary. You will still be mean,
but your spelling will have improved greatly.
I

Professor gives lesson in
persuasive rhetoric skills
To the Editor:
As an educator, I am always gratified to see
students take the degree of interest in academics
exemplified by E.L. Gold's editorial of Sept. 23.
As a rhetorician, however, I must point out some
problems with his argument. Specifically, Gold's
opinion piece about the cancellation of Helen
Roulston's History of the Cinema course is characterized by hasty generalizations, internal contradictions, and ad hominem arguments.
Professor Roulston's disappointment about the
cancellation of her course iB understandable;
nevertheless, with "friends" like E.L. Gold,
History of the Cinema needs no enemies.
Mr. Gold's explanation of the course's popularity does it little credit. I quote: "The fact is, most
History of the Cinema students take the course
as an elective precisely because they get to
watch movies in class. That is why the course
has been so popular and successful under four
past department chairmen."
In other words, it appears, students like the
course because it allows them to spend a significant portion of the class entertained. Not that
the films are intrinsically entertaining; despite
his claim that he now appreciates and understands film as "a unique means of expression,"
Gold labels them "historically significant" (i.e.
stunningly boring)" and feels that students will
not "develop a yen to sit numbly... through extra
lab time" to watch them. Presumably students
prefer to sit numbly in class. Gold is glad he
endured a stunningly boring showing of La Dolce
Vita, but he never wants to have that educational experience again. Surely such an attitude does
not typify the liberal-arts education Mr. Gold
has received at Murray State University.
M,oreover, Gold makes unsubstantiated

assumptions about the reasons for the cancellation of the course. He states that the role of
departmental politics is "any-one's guess" thus
implying a political motivation without claiming
one. His statement that "when faculty squabble,
students pay"' is too often absolutely correct.
However, he offers no evidence that the cancellation was the result of a faculty squabble. It
should also be noted that when faculty squabbles
are handled in a professional manner, students
not only do not pay, but do not even know about
them.
Nor is it acceptable, in most treatments of persuasive rhetoric, to use ad hominem arguments.
By attributing the course cancellation to departmental politics, Gold clearly places the blame on
interim department chair Michael Cohen, whom
he accuses of failing to understand the mission
ofthe English department. Gold claims that Dr.
Cohen "certainly must have been barricaded
within the hallowed halls of unreality"? Murray
State? Get real?
Finally, I hope Mr. Gold and The Murray State
News readers realize that students will have
many opportunities next spring to "broaden
their horizons and extend their liberal arts educations."' The English department will offer
courses other than History of the Cinema, as will
other departments in the College of Humanistic
Studies and the College of Fine Arts and
Communication. Some of these courses might
even be suitable for ..casual seekers of liberal
arts credits." Try learning about literature (the
printed kind), music, art, philosophy or a foreign
languag~. It just might broaden your horizons.
Sarah Bane
Assistant Professor of English

To The Editor:
I am writing this Jetter in
response to the column by
Mike Ohstrom entitled "List
brings early holiday."
Point number five wrongly
stated that no fans cheered for
the Racers after halftime
against Western Kentucky. He
obviously did not look down to
see the Murray State Racer
Band standing the entire game
cheering on our football team.
The only thing the Racer
Band has to do is show up and
march pregame and the halftime show. The fact is that the
Racer Band wants to cheer the
football team on to victory {we
have proven that game after
game). The Racer Band stood
and screamed for the entire
Western Kentucky game and
the ·Middle Tennessee State
game in the downpour this
past Saturday night.
I
challenge you,
Mr.
Ohstrom, to come sit with the
Racer Band on the Oct. 1 game
against the University of
Tennessee at Martin and see
how we support our Racer football team. We will have a seat
for you on the front row - that
is if you even show up for the
game.
.
Kevin Hulsey,
Racer Band President

Student
demands
visitation
rights
To the Editor:
As
a
Murray
State
University student, I am dis~
gusted with the visitation policy.
I feel that the student body
has little to say in the decision
of visitation hours. Last year,
we were promised 24-hour visitation. Then during the sum- ,
mer, a letter was sent by housing promising 24-hour visitation in several of the residence
halls.
We are still waiting, but
many of us are fed up and are
ready to move out. Presently, I
know many residents who are
looking into renting an apartment. Oh well, I guess that is
the school's loss.
What is the big deal about
keeping visitation hours? On
the weekends people of the
opposite sex can be in our
rooms until 2 a.m., but cannot
visit again until noon. That is
ridiculous! My father was not
able to come to my room at 11
a.m. one weekend when he visited, but he pays for the room.
I feel as though we are treated like children. I just do not
understand the reasoning
behind visitation hours.
At least give the residents a
chance to see if 24-hour visitation works, If it does not work,
then return to the usual visitation policy. It is like playing
the lottery, you can't win if you
don't try!
I understand that housing
has no problem banishing visitation hours, but a group of
people on the Board of Regents
is going to ruin our chance.
You're wrong. I know many
residents who are going to say
"adios" to Murray State h.ousing and hello to apartment
style living
Susan Rhodes,
Sophomore

•

Focus
Murray 'Suitcase' University

The Murray State News
~30,1994

Can we change to a seven-day school ?
By Jennifer Wohlleb
As President Kern Alexander puts
his new recruiting plan in place, and
with the promise of new retention plan
to follow later in the fall, Murray State
University is focusing on changing
from a suitcase college to a seven day a
week school.
This month's participants in the student forum focus on why Murray State
is a suitcase college and how that can
be changed.
This month's participants are Jeff
Durbin,
Traci
Beckley,
Vida
Robertsen, Catherine Cushinberry,
Laura Reck, Don Kusturin and Todd
Collignon.

Reck said Murray
will never be Nashville

or

Memphis,
but
Robertsen said that is
why some people come
here.
"We just need to be
more diverse," Durbin
said.

INPUT

Cushinberry said the
real problem lies in the
lack of communication
between Murray State
and its students.
Members of the forum saw the probCollignon brought up the change of
lem of people leaving on weekends not intermural sports to weekends.
only rooted within the University, but
"It's almost like they're trying to
within the town of Murray itself.
force people to stay here on the week"I can speak for people from big ends," he said. "There are people who
cities, being from Memphis, (Tenn.), need to go home to work or for relamyself," Cush:iJlberry, .---........................----. tionships and this change has affected
a junior, said. "It's dif.
them in a negative way."
ferent to come from a
Cushinberry said the University is
city where you're used
making snap decisions without stuto having somewhere
dent input.
to go until four in the
"They're trying to find the quickest
morning. Then you
easiest way to make changes on things
come to Murray State
that have been here for years," she
where
everything
said. "It needs to be gradual because
shuts down at 9 p.m." CATHERINE
it's not going to happen overnight."
She said if the CUSHINBERRY
Kusturin, senior from Mount
town is not willing to
Vernon, Ind., said be has been at
grow, then the University will not Murray State off and on for eight
grow.
years and he sees a lack of commit"If the culture is dry and boring and ment from the University.
I have energy until five in the morning
"Everything they try is a one time
and there's nothing to keep my energy thing,"
he
said.
on until five, then I'm gone," she said. "Murray State doesn't
Robertsen, senior from Evansville, commit to a project
said the town and the school need to and stay with it long!"t'
J.
work t<?get"AA.r.
term."
"President Alexander and Mayor
Cushinberry said
Cherry should be sitting next to each she blames the lack of
other saying 'If you grow, I grow,'" he communication on
said. "The business people too."
AJexander, the Board
. Reck, freshman from Murray, said of Regents and the
people have to do
Student Government ROBERT SEN
what they say they
Association.
are going to do. She
"How do you know what students
pointed out how much
want if you don't ask them,"
revenue the town
Cushinberry said. "They're planning
loses.
things and we have to go along with it.
"Not only do people
SGA is supposed to be our voice. When
go home on the weekwe're wronged, they're wronged. But it
ends, but they do
doesn't seem like they're trying to
their shopping there,
TODD
reach the students.
their entertaining," COLLIGNON
"They are representing students,
she said. "It's not like the students are but I don't think they've done so
trying to change Murray, but let's because things are happening without
build on what we have."
our input."
•

Robertsen said he thought it was a
good idea to move intermurals to the
weekends, but maybe the decision was
not made properly.
"It's a good idea to move things to
the weekends and spend the week
doing school work," he said. "I think
they need to work on making this
more of a home and less of a school.
The University needs to do more backing of organizations. Make students
feel like they're here for a semester or
for a year and not week to week."
Durbin, senior from Hawesville,
said all a person can do is set something up and hope people will come.
"Everything shouldn't be piled on
the weekends," he said. "College is
learning to balance time - two hours
to study and then maybe two hours to
play basketball. But if you dictate to
people they're going to rebel."
He said the members ofSGA need to
do more.
"Make SGA get out there," Durbin
said. "Make the senators get out there
an·d say 'Look, you can be replaced."'
Kusturin said the University does
not know how to publicize events.
"Students shouldn't have to look for
information, it should be given to
them," he said.
Reck, a non-traditional student,
said the University
needs to keep people
engaged all day.
"If I don't find out
about
something
while I'm here on
campus, I'm not going
to hear about it when
I get home."

WASTED
EFFORTS

Members of the forum said the

Right, Jeff Durbin, senior from Hawesville , explaJns
his position to the other forum members. Far
right, VIda Robertsen, left, senior from Evansville,
Ind., d iscusses the Issues while Tracl Beckley, midd le , senior from Sparta, Ill., a nd Cathe rine
Cushlnbe rry,Junior from Memphis, Te nn., look on.
Botto m , Laura Reck, middle, freshman fr om
Hurray, Illustrates her point to Don Kusturin, left,
senio r from Mount Vernon, Ind., and Todd
Collignon, right, freshman fro m Owe nsboro.
Jennifer W ohlleb moderates.
The seven m ember forum discusses why Hurray
State University Is a suitcase college and what the
University can do to change its Image.

Photos by
Michelle Stinnett
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University could better
use resources already
available rather than
building new ideas.
use
the
"Let's
resources we have,"
Cushinberry
said.
"Look at Carr-Health.
How often is the pool
open? If it can't be
opened more during
the week, why not the
weekend?"
Reck said she would
like to see the extension of hours of different campus services.
"If people were asked if they would
pay $10 more to keep the Curris
Center and Carr-Health open later,
they'd probably say yes. If they're
going to call it an activity fee, let's
make it an activity fee."
Reck said she did understand money
is a problem.
"We need to talk
about
money,"
Robertsen said. "The
second word in our
name is State and
that means low-budget. I'd like to see an
accountant's
ledger on how much
we spend on flowers. .._..._..,..--~-.......,
"We can't do anything because there's nothing to do it
with. We spend money on stupidity."
"There are a lot of people here on the
weekends," Kusturin said. "People
from far away who are stuck here and
are saying, 'Why don't I transfer
somewhere else?' There are people
here wanting something, not just to go
home."
He said the University is moving in
the right direction by extending the
bookstore's hours, but the concept
should be extended across the campus.
Robertsen said the University is
wasting money in some of its recruiting efforts.
"We can't give more money to organizations, but we're going to other
countries to recruit students to play
sports," he said. "We're giving out all
of these scholarships and you're trying
to tell me there was no one in
Tennessee, Kentucky or Ohio."
He also brought up the difficulty in
recruiting minority students.
"There are only 350 black students
at Murray State," he said. "We're

going to places like Memphis to bring
kids here from the middle of cities and
they're flunking out or they can only
afford to stay for one semester. You
can't recruit them or
keep them here."
Cushinberry said
there is nothing in
Murray
to keep
Afr ican-Americans
here.
"There are AfricanAmerican administra- ' - - - - - - - - l
tors who say they
DON
don't have anything
KUSTURIN
to do on the weekends," she said "Murray is just not
geared toward us."

SOLUTIONS
Surprisingly, members of the forum
did not believe keeping students here
on the weekends revolved entirely
around the wet/dry issue.
"If you bring alcohol here, you'll
bring more people here," Reck said.
*But you have to look at the situation
as Murray will never go wet."
"It's like we're trying to protect ourselves," Robertsen said. "But there's
no protection when you have alcohol
15 minutes away. You're just making
it sneaky and people just want to get
away with it more, just like when they
were kids."
The real solution, forum members
said, was to use the resources at hand
and to create more
communication
beVween
the
University and
dents.
"Alexander
Cherry need to get
together with students, faculty and Ula.i~T•RA
.._C...I.-...:J
staff and have one big
BECKLEY
forum,"
Robertsen
.
said. "Where everyone can finally say
what they want to say, but with a
promise to make changes."
Beckley; senior from Sparta, Il~.•
said Murray State needs to make a
change because she does not know
how she will feel after she leaves.
"I wonder what I'm going to say
when I'm an alum and they call to ask
for money," she said. "I mean come on,
I don't think so."
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September 23
11 :08 a.m. There was a smoke odor on several floors of the new
Fine Arts Building. There was an electrical outage throughout the city
of Murray. When the power was restored the fans came on bringing
old smoke throughout the building. There was no danger.
11 :38 a.m. Dewayne Driskill reported the theft of a dummy from dis·
play at the Intersection of 16th and Chestnut.
3:10 p .m. Kim Cottingham reported her foot was run over by a vehi·
cle on Sept. 22 at North 16th Street and Trio Circle Drive. Her foot
was later discovered to be broken.
11 :20 p.m. A resident adviser in Richmond Hall was having problems with a resident and requested an officer. The situation will be
handled by housing.

Emily Fowler
Services were held for Emily
Jane Fowler, 19, on Sept. 27 in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home in Paris, Tenn. Dr.
Michael T. Boley officiated.
Fowler, a Murray State
freshman from Paris, Tenn.,
died Saturday evening in the
emergency room of Henry
County Medical Center, apparently from a respiratory failure
due to an allergic reaction.
She was a 1994 graduate of
Henry County High School.
She worked for William R.
Flowers Jr. and attended First
Baptist Church in Paris.
Survivors include her father,
Randy Fowler and his wife,
Gail, Cookeville, Tenn.; her
mother, Janie Mobley Fowler,
Paris; her fiance, Kevin
Kennedy, Puryear, Tenn.; one
brother, Bo Fowler, Murray
(also a Murray State student);
grandparents, Dr. Joe and
Carolyn Mobley, Paris, Tenn.;
and James 0. Fowler, Atwood,
Tenn.; three aunts; two uncles;
and several cousins.
One grandmother, Margie
Dean Fowler, preceded her in
death.

BP Auto Laundry
Adve se 1n
The Murray State News

September 24

5:46 p.m. Katie Holmes reported the theft of a bicycle from the rack
In front of Springer Hall:

1102 Chestnut Sl
753-1331

6:50 p.m. Two vehicles were towed from the newly seeded practice
field behind Springer Hall. Damage was done to the area.

September 25
2:44 a.m. There was a report of a man with a gun between Clark
and Hart halls. Nothing was found.
September 26
8:31 p .m . Officers were checking out a marijuana odor in Hart Hall.
10:30 p.m. Officers were checking out a marijuana odor on the 4th
floor of Hart Hall.
September 27
4:34 p.m. Springer Hall director requested assistance with unruly
resident.
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Racer Patrol Escorts • 23
Motorist Assists · 11

au a

lnformafion for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the
Murray State News staff from materials available to the public at the
Public Safety office.
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MSU Health Services offers

Welcome Parents

Welcome
Parents

free confidential pregnancy
testing and STD testing

F'""'WI<_.......,

from

for further information dial

Health Line

762•3809
Monday - Friday

.

This service is funded by the

Purchase District Health Dept. . . . .,. . . . ~

(Help with your daughter's Homecoming outfit)

Go Racers ·
Beat Martin
1203 Chestnut University Square
Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Food Services ·

CONGRATULATIONS
T·O OUR NEW MEMBERS!
WE LOVE YOU!
LEIGH BOBO
ANDREA. BROWN
MICHELLE CLAYTON
TIFFANY COLE
KIM DONALDSON
ANGIE HAMMOND
ANGIE HOLT
KERRIE HOSICK
GWEN HUGHES
CATHY HUTCHINS
SUSAN KRAMPE
STEPHANIE LADD
HEATHER MOORE
CHRISTY O'BRYAN
KELLY O'NEAL
AMY PUCKETT
AMY WARDEN
CHARITY WILSON
I

anywhere in the 50 states
•NO SERVICE FEE
•NO SIGN-UP FEE

(approximately 130 minutes)

For inf9rmation, call1-800-599·1 000 or
Thomas Shwab at 762-4698
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Earthquake measured
Not m uch shakin' gain' on
BY

E.L

GOLD

Seismic Activity

MANAGING EDITOR

An earthquake measuring
3.6 on the Richter scale was
centered Monday near the
Murray
State
Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center, but
it was a non-event for the peo·
ple there.
"We didn't even notice it,"
said Kit Wesler, director of the
Wickliffe center. "There was no
damage at all."
Although news reports said
the tremor was felt as far south
as Paris, Tenn., the most obvious effects were limited to
Ballard, McCracken and northern Graves counties in
Kentucky.
Residents there said the
quake started with an initial
shock they mistook for an
explosion.
The reaction is typical, said
Neil Weber, chairman of the

This seismogram was recorded In the Wilson Hall geoeclence8 lab during
_.,,,u...v mt~rntnti'A earthquake which registered 3.6 on the Richter Scale.

Souroe:

Olad E. Holder/Graphics fdhor

department of geosciences.
The quake was recorded on
the department's seismograph
in Wilson Hall as a "classic
event signature," Weber said.
The recording shows a strong
primary wave followed by a
stronger secondary wave, with
a gradual return to normal.
"This whole event lasted less
than 40 seconds," Weber said.
"What you could feel would
have been less than 20."
·

Weber said such events have
become more common recently,
with quakes that measure
three or more on the Richter
scale coming in intervals of
three to five years rather than
the usual 17 to 20 years.
"That shows the (geologic)
system is locked up," Weber
said. "In a way, these small
quakes are good in th at they
relieve stress on the system.
But something is happening."

U.S.D.A. Choice GraJn Fed Beef
BONE·IN- f!IUU. CUI'-

Plain or Self· Risln1

ROUND

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

STEAK

37

$

5
lb.

lb.

bac

2
$1
;;.~~...............

White or Butlermllk

.!;;~~~~...........
. .... ,. . . . 2~r 5
for

Purchase a CD or cassette when
you buy any Extra Value Meal or
Large Sandwich.
~Cassette $3.99
CD $5.99

Aaorted Coloro 2 Ply,

$

U.S.No. I

I 0 lb. Bq

RUSSET
POTATOES ....,

IS ~99

~- s2.99
II Hentl

lb~.$)99

SHELLED
PECANS

lb.99e lb.

$

99

Yukon Gold

~s l.99

•AconSqlldi•841U111U1•
SINPetd • l'arbaa ~ •
Coldft Habban:t Sqlllilll

BllklqSe-n

ROMA
T OMATOES

5 lb. Bat

S2 • 49 s I • 79

Jumbo Baklnc

~

lb. .,..

PINK
GRAPEFRUIT

Saturday & Sunday
7 - 10:30 a.m.

for '

AIIPw..-

"New Crop"
FLORIDA

Breakfast Buffet

6
$1
~;~~~..................
KROGER

FALL SQUASH

PATCH

cl::.

39.:.

$3.99

IT'S A GOciO TIME .. ~(j~

FOR THE GREAT TASTE
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'1~·
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··~.

CALIFORNIA BLACK

SEEDLESS
GRAPES

Olec . . . . . . .

107 N. 121h St.

COCA
COLA

Alpha Gamma Delta

SUPER MOIST
CAKE MD

·~95e "~-68e

lb.

a.plarorUchtOunero

88
~
3$1

~;~.............
Mlorted Varletr.

~;~~~~

....... ..........••

c

3
$5
!~~................
~~:-.~~~~~t.

for

for

99
!!~~!.....................
';::"'.r~;~!-;.

1

3
$5
~~~~~.. . .......

Sauace.SIHkorCIIk:ken

C

for

99

BROWN SUGAR HAM -or-

IRmCHMAR BAKED HONEY HAM

...$549 ~

IN-STORE
BAKED COOKIES

. . I Oc:

~=~

• O.tmeal
' Rancer

Thank you Brooke Offutt
for a great Rush!
\

Chip

EACH

SAVE

$1.29
DOZ.
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Taste buds to be
tingled by Freshens
f~ozen

goodies

BY REV CRAIG
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EOITOit

I scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream . So, the
saying goes.
When the construction of the Freshens Premium Yogurt
shop on campus is complete, we may all be happily screaming.
Freshens Premium Yogurt, a chain specializing in yogurt
and ice cream products, has contracted with Murray State
University to put a shop on the second floor of the Curris
Center in the old Sugar Cube location.
Bill Benriter, director of Food Services, said the
University submitted about 14 bids to different markets in
an effort to establish an entree selection and a dessert selection on campus.
"We sent out bids to McDonald's, Little Caesars, Taco Bell
and other places," Bcnriter said. "But they did not respond,
probably due to the size of the University and the community
"Long John Silvers and Freshens Premium Yogurt did
respond," he said. ..We will be able to offer an entree selection through Long John Silvers, and a dessert selection
through Freshens Premium Yogurt."
Freshens Premium Yogurt is a company based in Atlanta,
Ga. It is in the process of expanding onto college campuses.
Benriter said the University is not obligated to give a percentage of its sales from the shop to the Freshens Premium
Yogurt company.
He said the contract with the company stipulates that the
University only absorb the up front costs of constructing the
shop.
"Murray State also agreed that any product sold in the
shop will be purchased through the Freshens Premium
Yogurt company," Benriter said.
The Freshens Premium Yogurt shop will have a menu
offering several different ice cream and yogurt products.
Choice of toppings, including chocolate chips, raisins,
peanuts and Oreo cookies, will be included on the menu.
The shop will be decorated in blue and pink, the company's colors, and will seat 12 customers.
"Some of the chairs and tables located on the second floor
concourse will be moved into the shop," Benriter said. "The
floor space should be similar to the Baskin Robbins on 12th
Street."'
Benriter met with the Residence Hall Association and
informed them of the future shop.
Cammy Pierce, RHA president and junior from
Dyersburg, Tenn., said reactions to the planned shop were
positive.
"Everyone at the RHA meeting was very receptive to the
idea," Pierce said.
Other students are also excited about the opening of the
shop.
"I think it will offer healthy alternatives to junk food,"
s aid Megan Jones, junior from Metropolis, Dl. "Plus, it will
be more convenient for students living on campus."
Eric McKinny, junior from Louisville, said the shop is a
great idea.
"I am very much in favor of it," he said.
Benriter said the University wanted to provide more food
service options for students.
"We wanted to add more variety to food services and hopefully generate a new source of revenue," he said.
Construction of the Freshens Premium Yogurt shop is
currently underway and is estimated to be open in late
October.
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Kappa Alpha Psi strives to gain
support for fight against cancer
Bv

k ELLY I. HICKS

COLLEGE LirE EDITOR

Mrican-American leukemia patients die
each day waiting for a compatible bone
marrow donor, and the brothers of Kappa
Alpha Psi are rallying to the aid in hopes of
preventing one more tragedy.
The fraternity sponsored a marrow donor
program Sept. 26-28 in the Curris Center.
They chose to support the National
Marrow Donor Program because of their
desire to help people on a wide basis, and
because there is a need for more African
American donors.
"If you are an African-American with
leukemia, and in need of a marrow t ransplant, chances are you are going to die,"
said Sean Walker, senior from Louisville.
"Donors are hard to find and the only
donor match that will work must be from
the same race."
According to the National Marrow Donor
Program registry of transplant statistics,
as of Aug. 7, the NMDP bas facilitated
2,687 marrow transplants, with 2,250 of
those transplants going to Caucasians, 58
to Mrican-Americans, and the rest unevenly distributed among other ethnic groups.
"Marrow is very race specific," said
Sharon Luvene, bone marrow program
director for the Mid-South Regional Blood
Center.
"The human leukocycte antigens are
inherited characteristics, just as is the
color of one's eyes and hair of skin," Luvene
·said, "and the closer the match in HLA
type between the donor and the recipient,
the greater the chance that the transplant
will be successful."
Although the drive focused primarily on
recruiting African-American donors, everyone was encouraged to participate in the
drive.

judd Cook/Photo Editor

A prospective donor must submit a blood
sample. That sample is then tested and the
results are put into a national register that
is used to match the donor with the recipient.
"Just because you donate doesn't mean a
recipient will be found," Luvene said. "It is
especially hard to find matches in ethnic
groups because the diverse genetic code."

Tim Foste r, se nior from G riffith, Ga., signs up to have his blood marrow d onated at the
Kappa Alpha Psi Nat io nal Harrow Do no r Program booth set up In the Curris Ce nter,
Sept.26-28. By II a.m. W e dnesday 14 people had signed up to donate.
' is in an outpatient process.
Luvene said the process of donating
not the painful process it once was. It is a
For more information on becoming a
:relatively simple p~ocedure · that.. would donor phone collect at 901-683-1343, or
probably take place at Vanderbilt..
write to Life Blood, Marrow Donor
The process causes only slight discom- Program, 920 Estate Drive, #9, Memphis,
fort. In most cases, treatments can be done Tenn, 38119.
I

Collecting coats to warm up winter
are being collected through a
cooper ative effort of the
Murray
State
American
When cleaning out your clos- Humanics programs, Boone
et this winter do not throw Cleaners and Family Resource
away your old coats and Center.
clothes, put them to good use.
The coats and clothes collecStudents, faculty and staff tion will be distributed to needy
can drop off winter coats and people in Western Kentucky.
clothes in boxes located outside
"The main idea is to meet the
the Universtiy bookstore in the needs for community coats for
Curris Center or by the front the winter," said Donna
door of Waterfield Library.
Herndon, coordinator of the
Coats and clothes of all sizes resource center and the project

BY RETNO INTANI

Rfl'oRmt

HELPING OUT

organizer.
Distribution of coats for children and adults will begin at
the community Resource fair
on Oct. 22, at East Elementary
School.

Besides the boxes at Murray
State, several collection boxes
are also located at Wal·Mart
and Kmart.
Boone Cleaners is donating
cleaning services for the coats.

Herndon said the function of
Last year's project resulted in
the fair is not just to serve, but
also to educate and make a the collection of 12,600 items of
la~ting difference. Students clothing from more than 1,630
and the local community are volunteers and contributors.
involved together in helping Herndon ·is expecting more
coats and clothes this year.
needy people.

Making contact ....
Student Mfairs acknowledges student problems
BY SABRINA TYLER
STAFF WRITtR

The phone rings. As the student answers, the caller welcomes him to campus, asks how
things are going, and if he has
any problems. They talk for a
few minutes and then hang up.
The student may not give it ,
another thought, but the caller
has done his job.
The First-"l'ime Freshmen
Contact Team, in operation for
four years, was brought to
Murray State by Dr. Don
Robertson, associate vice president for student affairs.

Joe Hedge!JGuesl
Beth Wilkerso n and Mary Ruth Saywell, clients at the Work Activities TraJning Center for the
Handicapped in Hurray, a ccept a large check symbolizing the $600 donation from Sigma Chi.
The fraternity raised the money from their annual Derby Days held e ach spring. Fraternity
membe rs (from left) are Shaun Collins, Bart Hubbs, Bobby Glass, Ke n Cosby, Scott Bridges and
Brad Hawthorne . Sigma Chi also raised m oney for Hurray's Needline pro gram.

"

The main goal is to
make sure the freshmen are contacted
and just say welcome
to campus.

"

Logan Hillyard

student ambassadors. Mike
Young, assistant associate vice
president for student affairs,
and Logan Hillyard, graduate
assistant, are responsible for
referral forms and taking care
The purpose of the team is to of the problems the students
reach as many new transfer might have.
students and freshmen as pos"If there's a problem that can
sible, in the hopes of identify- be identified early and that
ing any problems the students Student Affairs can take care
have, as well as welcoming of, then [that student] will be
them to the University.
more likely not to withdraw,
and
student affairs has done its
The phon-a-thon is held
job,"
Hillyard said.
every year in Roy Stewart
After every student is called,
Stadium. This year, under the
di rection of the Office of a referral form is filled out if a
Student Affairs, the students problem bas been identified.
were called Sept. 12-15 by the The form is then sent. to the

department or departments,
concerned. That department is
then responsible for handling
the problem.
The goals of the phon-a-thon,
according to a report on the
project last year titled "FirstTime Freshman Contact Team
Murray State University (lli)",
are to make sure new students
are welcomed to campus, their
concerns arc Laken care of and
the University cares about
what happens to them.
Even though not every new
student can be called, approximately 300 to 350 will be contacted .
If a student is not home, then
a message is left. asking the
student to call if he has any
problems.
"The main goal is ·to make
sure the freshmen are contacted and just say welcome to
campus,"' Hillyard said. "They
may never think of it again, but
I think always in the back of
their mind, they'll remember
that Murray State actually
made that effort. And that's
doing our job."
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Hardships increase
student's determination

By Josh Wilkes

BYA NGEL

f AIRBANkS

STAFF WRITER

Tears may fall over 'My Life'
Have you ever been in one of
those moods where you want to
watch something on television
that would make your heart
bleed and eyes water? Boy do I
have a movie for you!!
"My Life" is
a true tear- ..-~--.....
jerker star- M 0 V I E
ring Michael R E V I E W
Keaton and .,__ _ _- I

video, he comes to the realization that he has virtually no
understanding of who he is or
what his life has been about.
Bob is thrust into a journey of
self-discovery as be explores
the density of the human heart
and the expansiveness of the
human soul.
"My Life" is , in essence, a
love story, a romance between a
husband a wife; a father and
N i c 0 l e SHANNON
Kidman.
his unborn child; a man and his
Bob
and POLLARD
own identity.
M errick Morton/Guest
It is a spiritual wake-up call
Gail Jones
Nicole
Kidman
and
Michael
Keaton
play
expe
cting pare nts who
(Keaton and . Kidman) are that arouses the heart and stirs
face
tragedy
In
the
Columbia
Pictures
movie
"
My Life."
expecting their first child, it to action.
The combination of these two
when they discover that Bob
Michael Keaton is one of Team," and •Batman."
Nicole Kidman is one of the talented actors was a brilliant
has cancer and might not live today's most respected and verto see their new baby.
satile actors, equally comfort- most sought after actresses in idea on the part of the casting
the American film industry.
director.
While fighting his illness, able in drama and comedy.
"My Life" may help people
She has starred in such flicks
Bob decides to make a video of
He bas starred in such hits as
his life as a gift to his child. In "Mr. Mom," "Beetlejuice," as "Malice," "Far and Away," overcome the fear of death and
help them appriciate life.
the process of making the "Clean and Sober," "The Dream and "Days ofThunder."

©J.J'fS ©ililO®® ®®lfWO®®fS
"Typing
*Word Processing
*Resumes
•Letters

~®~Q@~®~

~

Carolyn Tibbs

Pirate's Cove

Hardin

"I can't believe how the kids
just accepted me," Cronwell
said, "and every professor I
have had has been so nice."
She was awarded the Adults
Belong in College Scholarship
this year and intends to graduate in May, 1996.
After the death of her hus"I just love to bear her story,"
band in 1977 and being laid off Billie Burton, coordinator of
from her job, Cronwell decided Adult Outreach, said. "She is
to get her General Eq~valency such an inspiration."
Degree from the Murray State
Cronwell has lived by and
University Learning Center.
been motivated by her motto: "I
"My mom and dad couldn't didn't walk the first time I
read or write," Cronwell said. tried, so I keep on trying until I
•
"No one in my family had fin- do."

Congratulations Aaron Whittaker
1994 - 95 AOn guy
We love you!

*FAX
*Copies
*Transcription

385 Stroud Road

Beatrice J . CronweJI , 53year-old senior from Benton,
went through many obstacles
to get where she is today.
Cronwell, the oldest of 10
children, grew up in Marshall
County. The r--:-::z~-..-,
distance was
so far to her
school that she
had to wait
until she was
eight-years -old
before she and
her
sister
started walk- CRONWELL
ing to school.
Cronwell was 16 when she
entered the seventh grade, yet
was still unable to read or
write. She ended up dropping
out of school to help her mom.
She married five years later
and worked with the elderly to
earn extra income.
During this time, she taught
herself to read.
"I would go after work twice a
week and read to her [a retired
teacher] to improve myself,"
Cronwell said.

ished school; I wanted to get
my education."
She then worked for 11 years
in Paducah, until she was laid
off again. This time, Cronwell
enrolled
at
Paducah
Community
College
and
received the Wayne Sullivan
Scholarship before receiving
her associate's degree in office
administration with a gradepoint average above a 3 .0.
Attending college in her Iate
40s was not an easy task for
Cronwell.
"The hardest thing was just
going the first day," Cronwell
said. "I was scared to death."
After receiving her a!'lsociate's degree, Cronwell decided
to enroll at Murray State to
earn a bachelors of science
degree in business.
She found the students and
professors were not what she
expected.
·
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24-Hour Service Available. Call anytime!!

Seniors
Do you need six credits or
less to graduate?

~ --

"Available everywhere
on cantpus"

c:?tfountaitt
'Yallef.
'\\lcltei
an:.

If so, consider taking up to six graduate credits along
with your undergraduate dasses during spring
semester.

~-~~,~--

Is easy.

degaee..
Contact your departmental graduate coordinator or
call the graduate admissions office at 762·3756 for
details.

presents...

an 'fa

Geta ..jump~ODgmclawtp
study. TIM! apptca6m proc 1 r
Higher staidug salary .xl ,__.
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Advantages:
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TJ'SBBQ
806 Chestnut St.

1871
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L

DAY SJIIFT COUlf'.l'J!Dl PJIIBSO!f
APPLY Il'f PBllSO!f

Welcomes parents to
MWTay State!

Jucker

753-3030
117 5. 12th St.

with special guest

ftAfJi'lEY tOS~fER

Small One Topping ......................... $3.99 1
Medium One Topping ..................... $4.99 I
Large One Topping ........................ $5.99 I
Ccqnnalwldlill. .abrallr.CIIrWIM ...~·· Ylidll
....,
....,.,...,...a.....,........ _.. II

ar-..C11J.....

Sat. Oct 29, 5 PM
Tickets: $18.50 & $15
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Ticket Outlets

Priceless information. Free.

Disc Jockey Records
Kentucky Oaks Mall

Change your study habits for the better with our free study riPs
olsk. AsK for it when you check out Cliffs StudyWare ror test
Preparation and course review. W
e cover tests from the ~
SAT I to t he GRE. and classes from l:>tology to statistics. ;{~1 ·
CAsk atJout our boxer shOrts offer, too.> Detotls at:
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SIU Arena
Carbondale

University Bookstor e
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You are what you eat ...
Nutritious foods may prevent health problen1s for all age groups
Webb said soybean protein
has been used in different
meats in school lunch programs
With cardiovascular disease before, but the taste and texbeing the leading cause of ture were poor. She said the
death in the United States, beef should now taste better.
Durwood Beatty and Lori Webb
"Of all the schools, only about
arc helping people become one percent offered a diet that
more health conscious.
was in line with USDA regulaBeatty, professor of agricul- tions," Webb said.
ture, and Webb, graduate assisShe said it is necessary to
tant from Hazel, have been lower the fat in school lunches
awarded a grant through the because health problems relatKentucky Soybean Promotion ed to eating are starting at a
Board to study how supple- much younger age. But, she
menting vegetable protein with reinforces they are not trying to
meat can lower the fat grams in replace meat.
food, as well as reduce the cost.
"We are trying to offer the
Beatty said along with promotbest combination that will
ing a market for soybeans, this
project could allow a better diet lower the fat and cholesterol in
the school lunches," Webb said.
for students in a school lunch
Food Services are also trying
program.
to
offer a better way of eating
"USDA has said many diets
healthy
through low-fat and
have been too high in fat,"
low-calorie
foods.
Beatty said.
•
•

BY MAGGIE CARTER

ST -'ff WRrmt

Health
Milk, Yogurt, &
Cheese Group
2 - 3 serviFigs

Vegetable
Group
3-5

Bread, Cereal, Rice, and Pasta Group
Source: Wei/ness by David Anspaugh

6 • 11 servings

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor
they are also using less margarine on the vegetables, along
with steaming them. The Sugar
Cube serves low-fat healthy
mutrms and low-fat yogurt. The
Thor oughbred Room is also

Terri Benton, Curris Center
Food Services and catering
manager, said Food Services
are now frying with 100 percent canola oil because it has
less saturated fat. She said

.---

1

serving low-fat desserts daily.
"A few of our low-fat desserts
are banana pudding cake, chess
cake, cherry dump cake and
even a delicious brownie,"
Benton said.
She said the reason why Food
Services are trying to be more
health conscious is to keep up
on the market and demand.
She said Food Services try to
listen to what students want to
eat and try to fulfill those
requests.
"We are always looking for
new low-fat ideas," Benton
said.
Kathy Timmons, registered
dietitian, stresses how important it is to educate children on
the proper nutrition and exercise. She said there are more
obese children now than 50
years ago.
"The reasons why children

---------

-

-

are more obese now is because
of the high-fat food available,
along with less exercise,"
Timmons said.
She said educators are trying
to use a new tool of teaching
called the food pyramid.
Timmons said the food pyramid has replaced the four food
groups.
"We still must teach good
choices within this food pyramid," Timmons said.
According to a book entitled
Well ness, the USDA recommendations for the basis of dietary
guidelines for Americans are:
eat a variety of foods; maintain
a healthy weight; choose a diet
low in fat and cholesterol; eat
plenty of vegetables, fruits and
grain products; and use sugar,
salts and sodium and alcoholic
beverages in moderation.
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leaving clothes.
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corner Of l ourth and rna~ • court equara

painting materials
dra w ing m aterials
mat board
c anvas - paper
brushes
palettes - portfo lios

753-9525

Central Shopping Center (In Front of Wal-Mart)
Monday - Frtday 6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 7:30 a.m. - Noon
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Free

._

MSU· 10%d~ on eupp11ee
epeclal Ot'd«a a vailable

753-7201

Now open Tuesdays until7:30

P regnancy T•est s

Across From I & T Building
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._ (All Services Confidential)
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i
_____________.
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J.T. LEE, Jeweler

Racer
Special
Account

"Where yow tdecls tum to gold."
Dbdeland Center

759-1141

(A special account for MSU students!)
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Nutt hopes for win after MTSU loss
BY ScOTT NANNEY
SPOilS EDITOI

On a rain-soaked Stewart
Stadium turf, the Murray State
football team almost pulled off
what would have been one of
the biggest victories of its 70year history.
For all oflast Saturdays game
against Middle Tennessee
State, the Racers played almost
perfect football, but fell 23-21
in the final minutes to the No.
22 ranked Blue Raiders.
While the playing conditions
were less than desirable, Racer
head coach Houston Nutt said
the loss could not be blamed on
the weather.
"The weather was part of it,
but we can't use it as an
excuse," he said. "We used a lot
of energy and emotion in this
game. I am proud of the way
our guys played ."
For the second straight week,
sophomore tailback David
McCann led the Racer offensive
attack with 74 yards on 15 carries, after a 96-yard performace
against Southeast ~issouri
State.

the remainder of the season.
"It is important that we put
the past behind us," he said.
"We aren't the MSU of old.
Those days are over."

MSU vs. UTM

Racer
football
support
lacking

On Saturday, the Racers will
try to bounce back from the loss
to the Blue Raiders when the
Yes, it was raining and
University of Tennessee at
cold, but that is no reason for
Martin Pacers come to Stewart
Murray State fans not to
Stadium.
cheer for their only football
The Pacers continue to strugteam.
T h e ,_,_ _ _.....
gle on offense, coming off the
heels of a 10-0 loss to SEMO in
crowd sup- SPORTS
which they allowed six
portatlast TALK
turnovers in the second half
Saturday's t - - - - - 1
alone.
g a m e
Sophomore defensive end
a g a i n s t MIKE
Troy Jowers, who was moved
M i d d 1 e 0HSTROM
from his linebacker position
Tennessee '----------~
due to injuries to the defensive
State was atrocious. Stewart
unit, said the Racers would like
Stadium was short on attena win at home.
dance as well as decibels, as
"We need to take our frustrathe Racers led for most of the
tions out on Martin and get a
game, only to let it slip from
their grasp in the final minhome win," he said. "We
haven't played our best ball
utes.
.
here for the home crowd yet."
Look at Florida State footJowers said the defense has to
ball fans. Look at Notre
Dame football fans. These
play hard in order to win the
game.
people don't wait for their
teams to do something good
"The defensive line has to put
on the field. Instead, they
On the defensive side of the a lot of pressure on the quarare out of their seats before
terback
and
get
as
many
sacks
ball, freshman linebacker
the game even starts.
Ronnie Merritt carried the unit as we can," he said. "' believe if
Of course Murray State
we
win
this
game
we
will get
with a game-high seven tackisn't even close to the level of
back
into
the
(conference)
les. He was closely followed by
the Florida States, Notre
race."
junior linebacker Chad Gann,
Dames and Miamis of the
Senior
center
Mike
Gossett
who posted six tackles.
college football world, but at
Junior defensive back Andrew said the team will have to work
least our fans could be on par
hard
in
practice
to
accomplish
Henry said the loss to MTSU
with them. Still, the only
against
Martin.
its
goals
was a tough one, but he
consistent
fan base that the
"We've got to come back out
thought the team came togethRacers
have
in the stands is
here and practice hard and
er as a result.
the
Racer
Band,
which was
"It was tough because we had we've got to come out in the
by
the
part
of the
offended
a real good week of work and game and play hard." he said.
column
I
wrote
last
week
the coaches did a great job get- "If we do that, then we'll get
about
the
lack
of
crowd
ting us ready for Middle after them."
Nutt said the game against - noise. In fact, the band~
Tennessee," lie 8lilt 'We fifuiloffered me a front row seat
ly came to the conclusion that Martin is important for his
for tomorrow's game vs.
we are a team and we don't team to win.
· Tennessee-Martin.
"If we win Saturday, we are
have to fear anybody."
But my main question is
back
in the race," he said. "But
Even
though
the
Racers
lost
a
Barry Johnso!VGuest
this:
If we, as Racer fans, can
Senior wide receiver Timmy Bland runs upfield In hopes of maldna another catch during a game tough game, N1.1tt said the if we don't, then we are probamake Racer Arena seem like
earNer this season. Bland had two catches for 32 yards In last Saturday's ll·ll loss to HTSU.
team should look forward to bly out of it.•
a loud and sweaty furnace
with our incredible enthusiasm during the basketball
season, then why can't we do
the satr.e whe&t our football
team takes the field?
It would make perfect
sense for two reasons. Firat,
the 2-2 Racers are in ·the
NFL during the press confer- Ditka talked about in his phiBY ScOTT N ANNEY
hunt for a n Ohio Valley
SPOilS EDITOR
ence, he centered the lecture losophy of life. He said it is
Conference
championship in
around his model for life, which important that people have a
only
its
second
season under
When you think of Mike he labled Attitude, Character good attitude about life.
head
coach
Houston
Nutt;
Ditka, intensity, anger and fire and Enthusiasm.
"Someone that bas a good attiand
Second,
it
would
keep
us
are just a few of the words that
Ditka opened the lecture by tude is one that will work for
fans
nice
and
toasty.
might come to mind.
talking about his hometown of and with his teammates," he
Remember: nothing says
On Sept. 22, Ditka showed a Aliquippa, Pa., and how the peo- said. "If you have a good attifrigid
like sitting on wet
different side of himself during ple of that small town made it tude, then you've got a chance
metal
bleachers
in the fall
a visit to Murray that included through difficult times.
to do anything you want to do."
Come
on,
MSU
fans!
a brief press conference in the
"The people in Aliquippa are
Character was the second part
got
a
program
that
is
We've
Curris Center and a one-hour tough," he said. "The one thing of Ditka's philosophy.
returning
to
the
form
that
it
lecture
at I learned in life is that you
motivational
"Character is what you stand
displayed
in
the
glory
days
of
Calloway County High School. gotta be tough. Tough minded for and what you believe in," he
the late 1970s and early '80s.
In the press conference, Ditka and tough willed."
said. "It is knowing right and
Remember, the last time the
was most outspoken about his
Ditka also talked about suc- doing right. Character is the
Racers
won an OVC football
former defensive coordinator cess and how a person can most important thing you can
title
was
in 1986, so don't say
and current Arizona Cardinals attain success in his own life.
have."
that
you're
not hungry for a
head coach Buddy Ryan.
"Success is about your mind
The
last
thing
in
Ditka's
phichampionship.
He said Ryan sould feel pres- and how you relate to yourAnd since our football
sure from an 0-3 start in his selves and others," he said. losophy was enthusiasm.
"Enthusiasm
is
liking
what
team
is blossoming once
first year with the Cardinals.
"Success is never being satisyou
are
doing
in
life,"
he
said.
again,
so must our lungs.
"He should take a lot of heat," fied with what you do in life.
"Most
people
who
have
that
One
of
the
most intimidating
Ditka said. "He has no offense. Don't ever become satisfied."
quality
in
life
do
pretty
good."
crowd to get on its
times
for
a
It is a very unimaginative
Ditka told the crowd that
feet
and
ch~r
is on the openDitka also spoke about role
offense. Murray State could change would occur in everying
'kickoff,
eapecially
when
stop them."
one's life and challenged them models and how important role
the
home
team
is
kicking
off
models are in life.
• I don't have anything to with a question.
and
sending
its
fastest,
"Everybody is a role model to
prove," Ditka said when he
"The one constant thing in life
meanest, and best hitters
talked about a possible return is change," he said. "But the somebody," he said. "We all
down
the field to make the
to coaching. "I had a good run, question is, what are you going have an obligation."
big
play
(see Notre Dame's
Ditka concluded the lecture by
but if they want to hire me, to do with those changes?"
"Goooo
Irish!"
cheer).
then they can come see me."
The basis for Ditka's lecture telling his key to success.
Another
time
for us fans to
came when he gave definitions
"The key to success is opportuBrian Barnes/Guest
go
crazy
is
at
the
beginning
While Ditka talked mainly to his ACE philosopy.
nity, but the real key is what Former Chlcaao Bean head coach Hike Ditka addresses the
of
the
second
half
when the
about current issues in the
Attitude was the first thing you do with that opportunity."
crowd at Calloway Co unty Hlp School.
Racers come rushing onto
the field. Otherwise, the
team comes out as flat, and
that is not a good thing to
happen when your team is
"In a tournament I get better after
BY To M KIMMEL
trying to take the lead or
"It's a shame that Pontus lost," said first collegiate victory.
STAFF W RITER
every match," Jansson said.
hold on to one.
Purcell. "In Jansson and Hiort we feel
The Racers will be at home this weekSecond seed Pontus Hiort, a junior that we have two of the three best play- end as they host the Murray State
So let's get fired up, Racer
Things went well for the Racer tennis from Uppsala, Sweden, lost a tough ers in the South."
Invitational.
fans, and start showing how
team at the Jackson Good Morning match early in the tournament. He, like
Other Racer notables include Jan
much you want this team to
"We would like to see people come out
Rotar1 Invitational tournament in Jansson, feels that he gets better as he Fredriksson, a senior from Orebro, and watch some tennis," Purcell said.
win. And as for the Racer
Jackson, Tenn., last weekend.
plays.
Sweden, who was beaten in the semiBand, you might want to
Although this tournament has no
Murray State was led by senior
Assistant coach Mel Purcell feels that finals of the "B" division by the eventu- bearing on conference play, it provides
save another seat for me.
Martin Jansson from Varberg, Sweden, Hiort's loss could have cost the Racers al winner, and freshman Jamie Lucas practice and tournament experience for
My girlfriend might be
who won the "A" division.
an all Murray final.
coming along too.
from Clarence, New York posted his all participants.

Defense

'Attitude, Character, Enthusiasm'

Mellowed Ditka speaks his min d t o appreciative .crowd

Tennis team plays well at Rotary tourney

=

,
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Danny Nutt like a brother to Racer backs
BY MikE OHSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EpiTOR

• Oh, brother!
Danny Nutt, running backs
coach and younger brother of
head coach Houston Nutt, is
<leveloping the Murray State
University football team's run·
hing backs into a fine-tuned,
~ersatile group in his second
season.
: Nutt, 33, came to Murray
State from Arkansas Tech,
where he served for three years
as the assistant quarterbacks,
running backs and wide
receivers coach. Nutt was also
the wide receivers coach at
Appalachian State in 1989
after working as a graduate
assistant at the University of
Arkansas from 1986-88. Nutt
also played quarterback at
Arkansas, leading the team to
the 1984 Liberty Bowl.
Nutt has quite a stable of
backs, including senior tailback
Waynee McGowan and sopho-

more fullback David McCann.
Nutt's efforts with McGowan
last year helped produce the
most rushing yards for a Racer
back in a season since 1986.
"Waynee can
stop
on
a
dime,"
Nutt
said. "He plays
really good on
grass
and
when he gets
in the game, he
turns it up
another level." DANNY NUTT
Despite being out for most of
the game against Western
Kentucky with a hip-pointer,
McGowan leads the team in
rushing with 231 yards in 50
attempts. He has also caught
seven passes for 73 yards and
has thrown for a touchdown, in
addition to fulfilling his duties
as punt returner.
McCann has been equally
impressive, carrying the ball 44
times for 229 yards, 74 coming
in the loss to Middle Tennessee

Sports
Notebook

Nutt has also done a great job
State. McCann has also been a
terror without the ball, regis- developing his players' skills
tering six pancake blocks and and playing the running backs
four special teams tackles in in the positions where their
skills are best suited. For
the win over Eastern Ulinois.
"I'd let David take my check example, McCann, who played
to the bank because I know he'd sparingly at both tailback and
get it there without anyone tak- linebacker last year, was
ing it," Nutt said. "He's a bull." moved to fullback this season
Nutt starts practice with bal- because of his outstanding hitance, footwork and ball drills, ting ability.
But the most important thing
emphasizing holding on to the
football. Nutt's drills seem to Nutt does to help his players is
make an impact. The Racers support and encourage them,
did not fumble in the Eastern and the players respond well to
Illinois game. Nutt also focuses his positive approach.
"He doesn't get on you when
on the plays, especially on passing, as the Racer offense likes you mess up," McCann said.
to incorporate the backfield "He helps you keep your head
into its pass patterns. As a up because he knows nobody's
result,
reserve
fullback perfect and everybody makes
Maurice Pollard caught a 37- mistakes."
Consequently, Nutt is very
yard touchdown pass against
proud of his players.
Eastern lllinois.
"I enjoy coming to work every
"He's stressed a lot on passcatching," McGowan said. "The day," Nutt said. "They go full
backs catch a lot of passes in speed and it's always 'Yes, sir'
our system and he reminds us and 'I'll do better next time.'
They make my job easier."
to take care of the ball."

Shelly Juenger and Hartin Jansson have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Juenger, a junior college transfer from Belleville, Ill., is
second in the OVC with a .272 hitting percentage and is
second on the Lady Racer volleyball team in block solos
with four. The 6' 1" middle hitter also has 46 kills and 43
digs on the year.
Jansson, a senior from Varberg. Sweden, led Murray
State's men's tennis team to victory if! the jackson, Te nn.,
Good Morning Rotary Invitational last weekend. Jansson,
the team's top seed, won all of his matches in taking the
tournament's 'A' division.
The Junior Rodeo is c;oming to the West Kentucky
Exposition Center Saturday, Oct. I at 7 p.m.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Junior Rodeo Association,
the contest features participants from kindergarten
through the eighth grade in nine events.

~
Alpha Sigma Alp

STYLE POWER!!!

The sisters in

Application.s for

n•n
riD

Graphic
Com.Dlunications

are due today in
Room 216C Wilson Hall

With Matrix styling products
you'll experience:
• Fantastic Volume
• Sensational Body
• Superb Styling Control
• Exceptional Shine
Matrix hair care products
optimize your hair's naturdl
beauty and allow you to
create dramatic hair designs.
Stop in and ask our expert
stylists for Matrix styling products today.

are so excited about their
New Pearl Members:
April Blanton
Cynthia Blunt
Alison Burton
Katrina Croley
Jennifer Wilson

Cyd Daniels
Tiffany Fuller
Catherine Morg an
Johnna Ramsey

wmatrlx·
~lAIR

Also a special thank you to
Trlcla Richerson & Carrie Ash
on a successful rush!

If you have any questions call
Dave Washburn at 753-0568

ANO SII1N CAAe

AEBD[INES

or
Gil Welsch at 762-3173

~2

•

Gra•td 0

Dixtelond Center

g

Friday & Saturday • Sept. 30 & Oct.1

Look at these Deals!
Alesis HRt6
Drum Machine

$179!
..,..,
..,

/ . / / / / / //"// / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / // "/ / / / / / / / / . //"./// /

Buy Any Set Of Strings
And Get One Set Of
Darco A c oust ic o r Electric Strings

FREE!
with coupon

/

~

Saturday
tO a.m.-4 p.m.

~ 753-3682

expires 10/5 ~

, -/ / / , ., / ,-,-/ / / J"/ , - / /, - ,, -, -,-, . , -,-/ / ,- ,-,-/ / / / / ;/ / ; ; , -,-,

f

10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Epiphone 335
Copy
with

.,;, Multi-track
recorder

$1150!

Hours:
Monday - Friday

Tascam 488
8-Track Cassette

Hardshell Case

Washburn N2
Nuno Guitar
with Hardshell Case

$499!

$699!

Yamaha SY22 Synthesizer

$550!

I
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Racers run at Vandy
Bv ToM

tance in 27 minutes, 49 seconds, to finish first for Murray
State and 26th overall.
McKinney hasn't slowed
down, his competition has only
gotten faster. However, if given
time, he believes he can compete at the college level.
"fm anxious to find out what
my full potential is," McKinney
said. "Maybe in the next couple
of years I can get to the national level."
The women were led by
senior Lasenna Powell from
Providence, Ky. Powell ran the
3.1-mile distance in 20:41, a
season best. but 33 seconds off
her career-best time.
"I did pretty good considering
I wasn't able to practice over

KIMMEL

STAFF WRITER

Murray State's cross country
teams are off and running.
~e teams competed at the
Vanderbilt Invitational in
Nashville last weekend.
The men's team finished
eighth, while the women's team
finished lOth with a very young
squad that carries only two
seniors and four sophomores.
Leading the men for the first
two meets has been freshmen
Jason
McKinney
from
Georgetown, Ill. He was the
lllinois state champion in the 1mile and 2-mile distances last
year.
McKinney ran the 5-mile dis-

Campus softball under the weather
Bv M IKE OHSTROM
AsstsrANT Srolrrs Eooo.

the summer," Powell said.
Powell is in her final year of
eligibility but still has goals.
"I want to break 20 minutes,"
Powell said.
Head coach Wayne Pate is
encouraged by his team's work
ethic and cautions against giving up on themt
"If our kids train well and
work like they have been, we
can do well," Pate said. "We've
always got a shot."
Pate also announced the hiring of Rodney Belk as assistant
track coach Wednesday.
Belk joins the Racer staff
from Northern Arizona. He
will be responsible for coaching
MSU's sprinters and hurdlers.

Great hitting and fielding
and erratic pitching are back,
and it is definitely not major
league baseball.
Even with the soggy fields
that have postponed much of
this week's schedule, the
Murray State University
intramural softball season has
gotten off to a flying start.
The fraternity league is
topped by Alpha Gamma Rho
and Alpha Tau Omega, who
are both tied at 2-0. AGR's
Billy Ray Coursey and Chris
Kivett have been the big stars
in the division. In the season
opener against Sigma Chi,
Coursey pitched a complete

game and went 3 for 5 with a
three.run triple, a ground-rule
double, and a one-run single
and Kivett added a three-run
home run to win 23-9 in four
innings.
"We'll make a run for the
championship," Kivett said.
"We were a bit shaky [against
Sigma Chi], but we should be
at the top."
Right behind AGR and ATO
are Lambda Chi Alpha at 1-0
and Sigma Phi Epsilon with a
1-1 record.
The men's competitive division has seen last years championship team Upper Deck
grab the lead again, tied with I
Don't Know at 2-0. Nipping at
their heels are The Unwed
Fathers,
The
Ten . Of

FAIN INSURANCE

CLASSIFIEDS
NOTICE

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Bee, Howwlllthesecurltyguard
In Chicago be? Pajamas

FREE MAKEOVER Graham
Webb lnternatJonal Is looking
for models to represent their
product line. We need models
for the Hell Fall Beauty Show.
FREE PERMS, COLORS,
CUTS AND STYLESII DATE:
September 29th & 3oth. TIME:
7:00pm both days. LOCATION:
Executive Inn (Lobby Area) 1
Executive Inn Blvd. Paducah,
Ky. ALL WORK PERFORMED
BY GREGG CARYLEI 1993
NORTH AMERICAN HAIR
COLORIST OF THE YEAR &
1994 NORTH AMERICAN
CLASSIC HAIR STYliST OF
THEYEARII

1974 Volvo. Mint condition.
$2000. 759-4421 .

FUNDRAISING Choose from
3 dltt$rent fund raisers lasting
either 3 or 7 days. No
Investment. Earn $$$ for
your group plus personal
cash bonuses for your self.
Call1·800·932·0528, Ext. 65.

ATOs, we're getting bored...
you guys are losing your
touch Ill
MSU Rodeo Good Luck at
Southern Arl<ansas Universltylll
My eat's name Is Mittens.
Happy Belated Birthday,
pukey. Don't fof'get to point at
mel I might faint.

Lance, uh, class Isn't over.
Dan H. I miss you and I'll see
you soon. X:XOO, Tennis Ball
Mouth.
I bent my wookle.

Graphic Communications AF>pllcations due In RM 216C
TODAY. Questions call Dave

Happy 21 , Cyndlllove, Kef

753·0588.

Mike, NC here we come I
Wally, there's no place like
l'lome.T.R.
Alpha Psi, we may be old, bul
we're still the best! K.M.

FOR SALE
Window Tint. Guaranteed work.
low prices. can 753·3552
anytJme.

Absolute MSU T·shlrta avail·
able. RM 216C Wilson Hall.

$12.
Del1a Gold Personal Cofll>Ut&r.
2-5 1/4 360-K. Floppy disk
drives. 12 ln. monochrome
monitor. $575. 247-0594.

HELP WANTED
Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go
Freel Best Trips & PricesI
Bahamas, cancun, Jamaica.
Panama Cltyl Great Resume
Experlencel1 ·800·67~861

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI
Earn
$2000+ monthly. Summer/
full-time. World Travel.
Cambean, Hawaii. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino
Workers. No experience.
CALL: (602) 453-4651.

~ttentlon: Students.

Advertise!

M~~ NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

AGENCY
Auto

Cjpsed on weekends and holidays

( 502) ; - ,

Tn.cy D. McKlnney

8:30.3:30

rfl~~

October 3 , 1994

~1: • ~(}

~ ·

{Rain or Shine!)

. ='&~'Ia 2le ·~'F.
-t.h~~=~~
~

HELP WANTED. Individual
students/organizations to
promote Spring Break Trips.
Earn high dollar commissions
and free trips. Must be
outgoing and creative: Call
Immediately 1-800-217·2021.

iSay it in a.
Classified!

RATES
With MSU JD: 15¢ per. word Wl1hou1 MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Wlthou1 MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

.~

JAB

Pick up application in ~~
the SGA officer
~

SERVICES
FOAAENT
FOASALE

AIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

On sale now
at

I
I

FOR AN AWESOM E JO B WITH RUSH !

25o/o OFF

1417 Olive St.

759-4896

:!

10 a.m. . g pm.

. • S::ll p
II 5111·12·00_ .m.

WE LOVE YOU !

l.a.-, 1

~= · ~

YOUR SISTERS IN

lragra~. ot eale ot ciMfa~ M•me. Way IIIII bt redeemed lot
cull, UMd lor ~Y"*" on _,.., ot In ClllfOINIIIon wtlh any 04her

JCPan~~~ l

Good lh:o~h Oclober 30, 1994.

w
__ _t....!.-1
.;:.:_ ___ .______

:
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The Brothers of

Sweethe~

Monday - Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m .
Call for your next appointment
Walk -in s welcome

Sara Thon1pson

Takina * Patty * Rebecca
Dixieland Center

'Iemptations
1\gstaurant
ana

Catering
102 S. 6th St. 753-8116
Tuesday - Friday: 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Friday & Saturday: 6 - 9 p.m.

I+

-

rlJi

Congratulate our new
Next to Sporty's Grill

Located across from
Wilson Hall on 15th St.

You choose the Item - we'll take 25% off the regular
priceI One Item only.
1 51 ~~s 1o- 1101 ~nc-. gil '*'''klll• . c:UJog, ··~ Ilion. gla •liP·

TRACI FORBES

<Dmla'ton

753-3406

i JGJ:~ftooey i,:~

HELP WANTED
LOST&RlONO

dffph.a

7 a.m. - 4 p.m.

, -----------------,

80SINE8S

1

*Freshmen are eligible.

Monday - Friday

-

..

•

CONGRATS TO

Senator Position available for the
College of E(lucation. •

C.\!1

Home of the
bottomless
coffee cup

We just wanted to say
THANKS
to a great bunch of people.
MSU Students, Faculty and Staff

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES

614 S. 4th St.

~~ c/11a'l{a
U:~
J~a~

Waterfield Library
Portico

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classifieds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Deadllne......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30

f7753-0632

University
Libraries

THIS IS IT Make our easy
holiday gifts at home for our
distributors. $1,000 weekly
possible. No experience.
College Crafts, 1925 Pine
Ave. Nlagra Falls, NY 14301.

Ufe
Health
l\mlultles

A Cnu.Utfon in~
.since l98l

Book Sale

COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate•
subscription cards at this
campus. Good Income. For
Information and appllca1lon
write to: COLLEGIATE
MARKETING SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1436 Mooresvt11e,
NC 28115.

~
F

Home
Business

NOTICE

PERSONALS

Diamonds, The Dirty J ohnniea
and Individual, all with 1-1
records.
In women's league play, four
of th e eight teams have not
played because of the poor
weather and the poor field conditions. Still, that has not kept
Better And Then Some from
jumping into the lead with a 20 start. The Sluggers are in
second place by themselves,
winning two out of three.
And in the men's recreational race, Genuine Dandies II
has jumped ahead by posting a
2-0 mark. The Legion of Doom
follows at 1-0, while The
Remnants, Th e South 7th
Street All-Stars and The
Franklin Hall Colt 45's aU
stand at 1-1.

753-6745

·...•

.

4

641 South
Puryear, TN
901 - 247-5798

Serving Mexican Food from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Dell Sandwiches from 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Scott Holt B~d

9:30p.m.

Harry Dial Blues Band
Saturday. Oct. 8

9:30p.m.

•
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PROPOSAL
Continued from Page 1

curriculum," Alexander said.
"Murray State can provide a
broad array of courses integral
to the three engineering programs we're talking about."
Infor mation compiled by
University officials indicates
that Murray State offers 35
course equivalents of the 47
courses required to receive a
· degree in chemical engineering
at UK.
Furthermore, MSU offers 56
equivalent courses of the 58
needed at UK to receive a
degree in electrical engineering. However, Alexander said
UK would need to evaluate
Murray State's equivalent

WEEKEND
Continued from Page 1

Also appearing will be rising
country music star Teresa.
Teresa has opened country
music shows for artists such as
Wynonna,
Bonnie
Raitt,

courses and determine if they
are appropriate matches.
Under t he proposal, UK
would be responsible for providing the staff and equipment
necessary to offer those courses
not offered at Murray State or
the community colleges.
Alexander said the plan is
the "most cost efficient and
effective" way to satisfy th e
region's need for a four-year
engineering program.
He said the program would
not cost anything in the begin·
ning, but in the long run,
expenses would primarily fall
in the hands of UK
"PCC wan ted a free-standing
engineering program, but our
plan provides for Paducah's
engineering education needs,
and a program is already in

place that can start in
September of 1995," he said.
"(The proposal) does not prevent Paducah from building on
it in any way they can."
"It is the most constructive
proposal I've seen in years,"
said Ed Shinners of Vanderbilt
Chemical. "I'm delighted with a
common sen se approach like
this."
"We're serving the region by
offering articulation agree ·
ments to the community colleges and by educating students at Murray State," he
said. "No one else is doing that.
The cooperative effort is very
important to us."
Alexander said despite current reaction from UK, MSU
will continue the effort to sell
the proposal.

Dwight Yoakam and Randy
Travis.
The final event and highlight
of Family Weekend will be the
Racer football game at 7:30
p.m. Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The Racers will take on the
Blue Raiders of th e University

of Tennessee-Martin.
"This weekend is a great
chance for f~ily members to
feel the spirit here at Murray
State and have an entertaining
visit with their student," said
Denise Brockman, s tudent
coordinator for the activities.

KENTlACKY
KAYAK
KOlANTRY

SALES

~

GRAHD RIVERS

Keeping you up on the new-s . ..

The .Murray State Net.Vs

Tackle
A Pizza

At Gatti's.
One All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffet

RENTALS

Two All-You-Can-Eat
. Pizza & Pasta Buffets

IJEI.IVEl{Y ONLY SPECIAL

PICK-UP OR DELIVERY

2 Medium
•
Pazas

$1299

10" Two Topping. Pizza
plus... Two Dnnks

~ 2Pizzas
Large $1699 ~O'nly$613

"Orisin&1 eru.c
"Up to 10
"Coupon

with any otJ\er putd:lue through t 0/

I'ICI<-UI' ONLY SPECIAL

8

12" Pan Pizza

.~

502..362 ..0081

September 30. 1994

812 ..426..0384

Guided trips down the Little River

~

Buy any Large or Medium
Pizza at Full Regular Price,
Get a 12" Dessert Pizza

$ 99

1:~~$ ~FREE!

Call for ReseiVations

THE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
WELCOMES ALL
FAMILIES TO

MURRAY
STATE!
NEW HOURS!!!
.MONDAY- fRIDAY

8 A.M. - 9 P.M.
SATURDAY

9

A.M. -

9

P.M.

SUNDAY

1-6

...__EIIIII!!

---P"Iisl ..

....

- ,:,.--

-

-

---

P.M •

